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Turkish Foreign Policy during Adnan Menderes Period

Introduction
Adnan Menderes was an important figure who left his mark on the history of Turkish political life. He
established Democratic Party (DP) with Celal Bayar, Fuat Köprülü, and Refik Koraltan on 7 January
19461. He took over the power from People‟s Republican Party (CHP) after winning the general
elections held on 14 May 1950. Although the domestic and international conditions after World War II
affecting the economy and politics played a significant role in the foreign policy formulation of DP,
the government programs of this period substantially reflected Adnan Menderes‟ understanding of
foreign policy principles. For example, Menderes put great emphasis on the term of „security‟ and
explained that the security issues of Turkey are important not only for Turkey but also for the world
peace when he announced the 1st Government Program of DP on 22 May 1950. This is why he sent
troops to Korea in order to join North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) as soon as he came to the
power. This decision was made in order to ensure the security of both Turkey and the world peace.
Menderes explained the principles of foreign policy in the 2nd Government Program on 9 March 1951
as follows:
“Our government, whose commitment to the United Nations’ ideal is intimate,
strongly believes that mutually complementary security agreements among
independent nations will prevent violations until the establishment of a unique
universal security system. We consider developing our relations with our old friends
of France and Britain as well as a cooperation with United States as our prior ground
for foreign policy principle. Our government follows the United Nations’ principles
fairly and resolutely, while seeking for establishment and preservation of good
relations with all our neighbors and all independent nations to the best of her
ability.”2
First of all, Menderes underlined the importance of establishing alliances, involving in common
security systems such as NATO and mentioning his commitment to the United Nations. This is why he
made a reference to the alliance between Turkey, France and Britain, while qualifying USA as a great
friend. By the 3rd Government Program, it is announced that Turkey will operate together with NATO
and in accordance with the goals of United Nations on 17 May 1954. Similarly, Turkey signed Balkan
Pact and proceeded in her relations with Pakistan. Also, this program remade an emphasis on TurkeyUSA relations as well as Turkey‟s cooperation with France and Britain. Moreover, it mentioned the
improvement of relations with Italy and Germany. 3
By the 4th Menderes Government Program on 9 December 1955, the goal of foreign policy
was repeated as the preservation of peace and security. Besides commitment to UN, significance of the
maintenance of Balkan Pact and Baghdad Pact was highlighted. On the other hand, this program
attached importance to the Cyprus Issue. He explained his foreign policy targets and expanded his
framework by the following statement: “Our foreign policy plays a mediator role among Europe, Asia
and America while serving for world peace. Especially, our relations with US and Britain will be
further developed.” 4
The prominent part of the 5th Government Program of Menderes on 25 November 1957 was
the resignation of Fuat Köprülü, who held office as the foreign affairs minister for four terms, and
inauguration of Fatin Rüştü Zorlu as the new foreign affairs minister. In this program, Menderes stated
that “Our relations with NATO allies, especially Germany, France and Italy, as well as Baghdad Pact
allies such as Iraq, Iran and Pakistan will be consolidated.” 5 As it is also understood from these
statements, the government policy gave equal importance to the relations with western and eastern
states.
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This study is organized to address activities in foreign policy of five consecutive Menderes
governments between 1950 and 1960. The paper consists of five sections and it is structured in the
following manner. Section one provides overview of Turkish Foreign Policy after World War II under
the title of “Developments in Turkish Foreign Policy after World War II.” Section two focuses on the
Soviet Union – Turkey relations and United States – Turkey relations in the light of some
developments such as the acceptance of Turkey to NATO and sending Turkish troops to Korea.
Section three discusses Turkish foreign policy toward Balkans under the title of “Turkey‟s Admission
to the Balkan Pact.” Section four addresses Turkish foreign policy toward the Middle East under the
title of “Admission of Turkey into the Baghdad Pact.” Section five provides an overview of Turkish –
Greek relations and Cyprus Issue under the title of “Turkey‟s Relations with Greece (Cyprus
Problem)”. Consequently, section six concludes by evaluating overall issues of the 1950s to 1960s
period of Menderes.

I. The Developments in Turkish Foreign Policy after World War II 1945-1950
During World War II, Turkey remained neutral and followed balance of power strategy despite
pressures coming from the allied powers6 and axis powers7. The ultimate aim of Turkey was to protect
her territorial integrity and independence. However, both Germany‟s desire to involve Turkey into war
and the Soviet threat left Turkey in a difficult situation.
Germany proposed Turkey the Dodecanese Islands, Aleppo, Mosul, Azerbaijan, and Batumi in
exchange for entering war and taking side with Germany. In the beginning of war, Turkey signed an
alliance agreement with France and Britain, and took part in the allied power block. 8 In response,
Germany stopped sending munitions to Turkey which were ordered by Turkey during pre-war period. 9
Thus the German policy toward Turkey was intensified and relations between these two states began
to normalize by 1940. Some achievements of Germany during 1940 can be considered as one of the
main reasons for this situation. On 25 July 1940, Turkey signed Turkish – German Commercial
Treaty. Moreover, Turkey and Germany signed treaty of amity which moved their relations beyond the
economic field. 10 Therefore, Turkey reassured Germany that Turkey will not attack on Germany. But,
Turkish policy toward Germany left Turkey in a difficult situation in relation to the allied powers. For
instance, USA cut the financial aid for a while and then she started again by 30 November 1941.11
Despite of the pressures coming from the allied powers, Turkey sustained her relations with Germany
until 1944.
During World War II, Yalta conference was held by the allied powers in 1945. This
conference let another meeting in San Francisco in 25 April 1945 and this meeting provided a base for
the establishment of United Nations.12 However, they set the condition of being a founding member of
United Nations just in case of waging a war against the axis power. Thus, Turkey waged a war against
Germany and Japan in 23 February 1945 in order to fulfill this requirement.
Since World War II, Soviet Union – Turkey relations began to deteriorate. Some of the main
reasons of this deterioration were Soviet Union‟s desire to control Turkish straits and get naval and
army bases in Turkey, their attempts for changing Montreux Convention regarding regime of straits
and their demand for annexation of Kars and Ardahan.13 Also, abolishment of „Soviet-Turkish Treaty
of Friendship and Neutrality‟ by Soviet Union was another significant reason for explaining those
unfavorable relations. Therefore, entering war with the West block under the leadership of United
States appeared as the only way for Turkey to avoid these pressures. The period starting from the end
of the World War II until the late 1980s, which was sustained with economic, political, military,
ideological and cultural tensions between Western Block and Eastern Block, is called as the Cold War
Period.14
Turkey had to deal with a bipolar international system while seeking to determine her foreign
policy after World War II. In this bipolar system, there were two main factors which influenced
Turkey‟s preferences: on the one hand the demands of Soviet Union and on the other hand Turkey‟s
need for foreign aid to sustain her postwar economic development.
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The military aid of Britain for Turkey and Greece was an effective starting point after World
War II. However, Britain announced to US that she will no longer provide aid for those countries.
Besides this, Britain also underlined the importance of providing military and financial aid for these
two countries in order to secure Western block from the communist threat of Soviet Union. 15
Following these developments, President Truman requested an authority from American Congress on
12 March 1947 in order to supply $400 million military aid for Turkey and Greece. On that occasion,
American Congress met on 22 May 1947 and decided to provide $100 million for Turkey and $300
million for Greece as military aid. 16 Therefore, Truman Doctrine can be understood as a means of
action to prevent the spread of communism by promoting American understanding of politics and
economics.17 In this respect, these aids entered into force by 22 May 1947, but failed to provide an
economic development for Turkey since they based upon military means.
After Truman Doctrine, many economic aids from USA felt into place. One of the most
important aids was Marshall Plan that was named due to the foreign affairs minister George Marshall.
These aids were also called as „the European Recovery Program‟ since they aimed at assisting the
recovery of European economies after the end of World War II. In order to fairly allocate the funds of
this four-year plan (1947-1951) among European states, Organization for European Economic
Cooperation (OECD) was established in 16 April 1948.18 Thus, the inclusion of Turkey to both
Truman Doctrine and Marshall Plan concluded with a shift in the Turkish foreign policy towards the
West.
All these financial aids which started with CHP period continued during the period of DP.
Thanks to this situation, the foreign policy formulation of DP was in harmony with CHP‟s in the early
1950s. Turkey‟s Soviet policy, which was in cooperation with USA, let Turkey to develop closer
relations with the West. Then, Turkey was invited to European Council as a member state on 8 August
1949 and also became the first Muslim country recognizing Israel. This initiative resulted in different
manners. While Turkey and USA became closer allies, Turkey‟s relations with Middle Eastern states
worsened.
Attempts of Turkey in foreign policy went beyond this. Right after the formation of North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1949, Soviet Union felt insecure and regarded Mediterranean
as a power vacuum. For this reason, Turkey offered „Eastern Mediterranean Defensive Alliance‟
treaty. According to this treaty, USA, Britain, France, Italy, Turkey and Greece would cooperate with
each other. As a first step, Turkey and Italy signed „Turkish-Italian Friendship, Peace and Judicial
Settlement Treaty‟ on 24 March 1950.19 Consequently, Turkey set her primary target which is to join
all kinds of economic and military organizations established by Western states as much as possible.

II. Admission of Turkey into NATO and Foreign Policy of Democratic Party
In order to prevent Soviet threat, Western European states and Northern American states came
together and signed a treaty to form NATO on April 1949 in Washington.20 Security has always been
at the forefront in Turkish foreign policy and this explains Turkey‟s attempts to join NATO for
preventing Soviet threat.
As soon as Menderes government came to power, leaders of the government met in Yalova on
18 July 1950 and decided to send troops to Korea for demonstrating their desire to be on the Western
side. The opposition supported this decision but criticized the government about not informing them
during the decision making process.21 Thus, Turkey sent her troops of 4.500 soldiers under UN to
support South Korea in her struggle with North Korea.22 With this action, Turkey became one of the
largest and active belligerents in the war. This force was under the command of Colonel Tahsin Yazıcı
and belonged to the American division. Number of Turkish soldiers increased over 6.000. Until
ceasefire was signed on 27 July 1953, 721 Turkish soldiers became martyr and 672 of them were
wounded and came back to Turkey. Also, 1475 of wounded Turkish soldiers were treated in Korea,
234 soldiers were captured and 175 soldiers were designated as lost.23
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Since the end of World War II, Turkey's primary target in her foreign policy was to join
NATO to overcome the threats coming from Soviet Union. This desire of Turkey was valid both for
the CHP and the DP terms. Turkey made her first application for NATO membership during the time
of CHP government on 11 May 1950 while she made the second one on 1 August 1950 during DP
period. Second Turkish application was in the same time with Greek application. NATO council of
ministers refused this request on 13 September 1950 whereas there were some figures within US such
as American senator Cain.24 According to Cain, Turkey had to be empowered since she had a great
geopolitical importance.25 American ambassador Mc Ghee also went along with Cain.26
After all, NATO council of ministers decided to accept Turkey and Greece as the NATO
members by unanimous vote within their meeting on 16-21 September in Ottowa. On 17 October
1951, the protocol text for Turkish and Greek involvement in NATO was published and Turkey
became an official member on 18 February 1952. 27
Main motivations of western states to accept Turkey as a member of NATO can be found in
the following reasons:
•
The strategic location of Turkey,
•
The heroic characteristic of Turkish army displayed in Korea,
•
To secure American and British interests in the Middle East by the support of
Turkish army,
•
Intimidate Soviet Union and support Turkey against expansionist policies of
Soviet Union. 28
Thanks to the support of American statesmen, Turkey achieved Menderes government‟s prior target in
foreign policy. After Turkey entered in NATO and all through the period of Menderes government,
Turkey followed Western oriented policies.
Soviet Union always regarded the Turkey‟s NATO membership as a big threat. On 3
November 1951, Soviet ambassador sent a diplomatic note to Soviet foreign affairs ministry. 29 In that
respect, Stalin made serious accusations against Turkey. But, after Stalin‟s death, Nikita Khrushchev
came to power and changed the aggressive policy of Soviet Union toward Turkey. He stated that
Soviet Union gave up her demands which threaten territorial integrity of Turkey and control of
Turkish straits.30

III. Admission of Turkey into Balkan Pact
There are some similarities between Balkan Pact and Balkan Agreement; however the environment in
which they were written are quite different. Balkan agreement was formed within a multipolar system
in 1934 and aimed a closer cooperation among contracting states against revisionist states. On the
other hand, 1954 Balkan Pact was a product of a bipolar system of Cold War years. 31 In this sense,
while seeking for establishing a security cordon, intention of Menderes was to turn Turkey into the
leader of the South Mediterranean. 32
While US played an important role during the formation of Balkan Pact, Yugoslavia took a
significant role in its signature procedures. Until 1948, Yugoslavia was a part of Soviet bloc.
However, when relations of Yugoslavia and Soviet Union deteriorated, Yugoslavia came closer to US
and obtained some funds from UPP. Yugoslavia incorporated with Turkey and Greece in terms of the
establishment of Balkan Pact as well. Right after the inclusion of Turkey and Greece into NATO, a
power vacuum emerged between the two blocks while most of the Balkan states were in Soviet
Union‟s sphere of influence. Yugoslavia was one of these states and her cooperation with Balkan Pact
filled this power vacuum.33 Following negotiations among Fuat Köprülü, Stefanopulos and Koca
Popovic as foreign affairs ministers of these three countries, „Friendship and Cooperation Treaty‟ was
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signed on 28 February 1953 in Ankara. 34 The official name of this pact was „Friendship and
Cooperation Treaty of the Republic of Turkey, Hellenic Republic and Yugoslavia Federal Republic.
Balkan Pact turned into an agreement when Republic of Turkey, Hellenic Republic and
Yugoslavia Federal Republic signed „Alliance, Political Cooperation and Mutual Assistance
Agreement‟ on 9 August 1954 in Bled. 35 Moreover, by this agreement some decisions were taken such
as the foreign affairs ministers of these countries would meet twice a year, there would be a permanent
council, and when permanent council could not meet, their task would be carried out by the Permanent
Secretariat of Ankara Agreement. Common ground of these countries was to block Soviet threat as
well as ensuring financial aid from UPP. 36
Just like the Balkan Entente that was established by Turkey, Greece, Yugoslavia and Romania
against the expansionism of Italia during Ataturk period, Balkan Pact was established against USSR
which sought to take Balkan states under Soviet control. In that period if Romania, Bulgaria and
Albania had an opportunity to make their decision freely, they could have been admitted to this pact,
as well.
Balkan Alliance Permanent Council made its first meeting in Ankara and at the end of the
meeting the agreement establishing the Permanent Assembly was signed on 2 March 1995. The task of
Permanent Assembly, consisting of 20 members selected from national assemblies by each member
state, was to search on the possibilities of cooperation in all possible fields. 37
Balkan Pact was not able to realize the expected goals. Death of Stalin caused the change in
the foreign policy of USSR. Diplomatic relations between Yugoslavia and USSR got better when
Moscow removed the economic sanctions on Yugoslavia in the aftermath of Stalin‟s death. This new
situation affected attitude of Yugoslavia towards the Pact. Also, Cyprus Crisis, deteriorating relations
with Greece, almost broke down the activities of Balkan Pact. Consequently, Greece prevented the
meeting of Permanent Secretary to be held in Athens in 1955. Since both Greece and Yugoslavia took
negative attitudes against the Pact, it became disfunctional even though relations relatively warmed up
by 1958. Eventually the Pact lost its importance.

IV. Admission of Turkey into Baghdad Pact
Egypt, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Yemen who gained independence after World
War II came together and signed the Pact of Arab Union.38 For Turkey, who successfully took part in
the struggle of independence, establishing good relations with those states was very important. In that
term, the first state which Turkey established official relations was Iraq. On 29 March 1946,
agreement of Friendship and Good Neighborhood was signed between Iraq and Turkey. 39 Turkey‟s
neighborliness with Iraq affected other Arab states. Turkey recognized the independence of Syria and
Lebanon on 6 March 1946. The agreement of Friendship and Good Neighborhood agreement was
signed with the King Abdullah of Jordan on 8 January 1947. 40
After 1948, relations between Turkey and the Arab states started to be deteriorated. Following
events can be regarded as the reasons for this deterioration: the aids given by US to Turkey under the
scope of Truman Doctrine; the opposition of the Arab states to decision of UN General Assembly on
establishing the Palestine Conciliation Commission on 12 December 1948 and Turkey‟s supportive
vote with Western states as well as Turkey‟s recognition of Israel as the first Muslim state in 1949. 41
As soon as he came to power, Menderes planned to maintain the relations of Turkey with the
Middle East within the framework of a cooperation with the West. After 1950, DP government
continued the relations in both military and political fields.42 Since 21 December 1950, the permanent
attaché of the Israel remained to stay in Turkey. In that term Israel had attaches in only four states.
Other three states were USA, Britain and France. Close relations of Turkey with Israel made her
alienated within the Arab World.
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After Turkey was accepted to NATO, she took initiative and began preparations for
establishing a military Pact involving USA, Britain and France. The reason why Turkey assumed
leadership role in establishment such a Pact was that Turkey tried to prevent Soviet expansionism in
the Middle East. With this goal, the Foreign Affairs Minister John Foster Dulles visited Egypt, Israel,
Syria, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Iran, India, Pakistan, Greece, Turkey and Libya between 11-28 May 1953.
The aim of these visits was to prevent influence of Soviet Union upon the region. Turkey would play
an important role in the Pact. 43 Among the middle eastern states, Egypt opposed to this idea. One of
the reasons why Egypt opposed to this Pact was that CHP, governing party before DP, was the first
Muslim government that recognized the State of Israel. 44 And the other reason was that Egypt sought
to become a leader of the Arab World. The first tension of Turkey with Egypt occurred in January
1954. Then, Fuat Hulusi Tugay, Cairo Ambassador of Turkey, was deported. 45 This situation
deteriorated Turkey-Egypt relations. Turkey initially started negotiations with Pakistan to establish the
Pact. On 2 April 1954, agreement was signed with Pakistan in Karachi. This was qualified as a
military agreement that was mainly based on defense issues.46 Menderes visited USA right after this
agreement.
In 1955, Menderes made an official visit to Iraq, Lebanon and Syria in order to establish a
defense pact in the Middle East. The main goal of these visits was to “assume a leading role in the
Middle East.” 47 After the visit of Menderes to Prime Minister of Iraq Nuri Es Sait, they made a joint
declaration. In this declaration, it was stated that “Turkey and Iraq decided to make a cooperation as
soon as possible to provide trust and stability in the Middle East.” Governments of Turkey and Iraq
assumed that such an agreement would help to provide security in the Middle East in harmony with
the United Nations Charter. 48
Under the Nuri Es Sait Pasha administration, Iraq tried to establish a leadership among Arab
states by attempting to get closer with the West. Then, in his following statements, Nuri Es Sait Pasha
declared that they wanted to establish a pact with Turkey aiming at the security of the Middle East.
Egypt reacted against this statement. The underlying reason for this reaction was that Egypt sought to
establish an Arab unity under her leadership. Eventually, Turkey and Iraq signed the Baghdad Pact on
24 February 1995. 49 After that Britain (4 April 1955,) Pakistan (23 September 1955) and Iran (3
November 1955) joined the Pact. However, Egypt, Syria, Saudi Arabia and Yemen were aside this
Pact. Those states under the leadership of Egypt started political, economic and military agreements
aiming at competing with and eventually replacing this Pact. 50 USA did not join the Pact in order to
prevent negative reactions from the non-member states of the Pact; however she continued to provide
military and technical assistance. Egypt and Syria showed great reaction to the Pact by claiming that it
divides the Arab World. Involvement of Britain to the Pact through Iraq can be interpreted as Britain
was looking after her own interests in the Middle East. However, this situation made harder to win the
confidence of Arab states for Turkey. On the other hand since Turkey brought Britain in a kind of
agreement providing security of the Middle East, it is understood that Turkey developed a different
understanding of foreign policy making compared to other Middle Eastern states.
After the Baghdad Pact was signed, Egypt, who was seeking the leadership of the Arab World,
declared that she would make an agreement with Syria and Iraq. Lebanon and Jordan was out of this
bilateral alignment. All in all, Baghdad Pact did not make Turkey to get closer to the Middle East; it
rather deteriorated her relations with the middle eastern states.
Another development occurred in this period was the new movement called as NonAlignment, which was consisted of new group of states being out of the Eastern and Western blocks.
Starting point of this movement was Bandung Conference. Bandung Conference was held on 18-24
April 1995, in Bandung, Indonesia. 29 states attended to this conference. The goal of the conference
was to protect existence of those newly established African and Asian states against the two great
nuclear powers of USA and USSR and to provide solidarity among these young states. 51 Minister of
Foreign Affairs Fatin Rüştü Zorlu represented Turkey in this conference. In the conference, the
attitude of India towards Turkey created a tension. The reason why India assumed such an attitude to
Turkey was the bilateral agreement between Turkey and Pakistan. Because, India was seeking to unify
Pakistan with her territories who had border problems with India.
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Yet another important event in terms of understanding the Middle Eastern policy during
Adnan Menderes period was that Turkey took side with Western states opposing the nationalization of
the Suez Canal by Egypt. Turkey joined the London Conference with 21 states using the Canal most
frequently on 18 August 1956. Besides that she supported the so called “Dulles‟ Plan” in that period.
Turkey also supported the attempt of getting the Suez Canal under an international control with
eighteen other states at the end of the conference. Eventually, Dulles, the foreign minister of US,
initiated the “Suez Canal Users‟ Association (SCUA).” Turkey became a member of this association
with Pakistan by October 1st. President Gamal Abdel Nasser criticized this decision of Turkey by
saying that “Turkey is the Police of Western Imperialism not only in the Arab world, but also in the
Non-Aligned Movement (NAM)". 52
This attitude of Turkey did not only damage her Middle Eastern policy. In that period, Middle
Eastern states not participating to London Conference supported Greece on the Cyprus problem.
Turkey curtailed her relations with Israel to the level of charge d‟affairs when Britain, France and
Israel started to occupy Egypt, particularly the Canal region. However, since Turkey was in
cooperation with USA, this attitude of Turkey did not solve any problems and had no positive impact
at all. Consequently, Turkey continued to be perceived as a state supporting the solutions of West and
cooperate with them and she could not get rid of being described as the gendarme of the West.53 One
of the most important reasons that made Turkey not to end her affairs with USA was the Jews lobby
having a strong voice in US Congress. 54
In that period, the close relations of USSR with the Middle Eastern states worried Turkey.
Turkey wanted to establish the connection between NATO and the Baghdad Pact to resolve this issue.
US administration supported Turkey in this case. Eventually, there would be a connection between
NATO and the Baghdad Pact as Turkey, Iraq and Pakistan practically undertook a protection role of
this pact. In this way, USA would have to play a major role in all political and military developments
in the region. This role would start in the early 1957 with the initiation of Eisenhower Doctrine.
The reason of USA for initiating the Eisenhower Doctrine dates back to the time that US
regarded the increased prestige of USSR, which happened when Britain frayed around the edges in the
Middle East due to the Suez Crisis, as a part of the international communism.55 The aim of the
Doctrine was to fill the power gap that was left by Britain, to secure the petroleum reserves that were
important for Western states, and to prevent the region from the influence of the communism. 56 So that
USA would fill the power gap left by Britain in the Middle East. For Adnan Menderes administration
this doctrine meant to involve also the Middle East in the scope of military and economic aid started
by the Truman Doctrine. Menderes Government not only supported this doctrine, but also wanted to
be involved in this doctrine. After these developments, the Turkey-US relations got much closer.
Since 1957 Syria‟s relations with USSR further improved. After this development, the
relations between Turkey and Syria were deteriorated since Turkey perceived militarization of Syria as
a danger against her security. 57 Beyond any doubt, Soviet Union played a big role in this situation.
The relations between Turkey and USSR were already deteriorated due to the involvement of Turkey
in NATO. As a result of the intimacy of Turkey to NATO, USSR gave $570 million aid to Syria. In
return, Syria let USSR to deploy Russian missiles in her territories. Not surprisingly, Turkey regarded
this situation as a threat. 58
In 1958 an important development occurred. On 14 July 1958, a military coup was staged in
Iraq. This coup was against the active Middle Eastern policy of Menderes. After a bit later from the
coup, Iraq withdrew from the Pact. 59 Thereupon, other members of the Pact and US Secretary met for
a situation assessment in London on 28-29 July 1958. Turkey criticized this coup; however she
officially recognized the military regime in Baghdad on 31 July 1958. After this development in Iraq,
it was decided to move the center of this organization to Ankara and change its name as CENTO
(Central Treaty Organization). This organization was established with the mission of defense and it
was more of an organization for economic, cultural and technical cooperation.
The biggest mistake of USA and founding members of this organization was not to invite
Afghanistan to Baghdad Pact and CENTO.60 Thus, Soviet Union easily controlled Afghanistan in the
following years.61
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CENTO members held a meeting in Tehran in April 1960. Fatin Rüştü Zorlu attended to this
meeting on behalf of Menderes. However, this was the last attendance of DP. Because the DP
administration was stepped down with the 27 May 1960 coup and so DP‟s Middle East policy was
terminated.
V. Turkey’s Relations with Greece (Cyprus Issue)
Cyprus Issue started to take shape after World War II. The biggest factor producing this problem was
the attitude of Britain having tendency to leave the Island to Greece. The main source of this problem
was that Rums desired to put the idea of enosis (Uniting the Island with the Greece by Rums) into
practice after World War II.
Cyprus Issue emerged in CHP period during early 1950s, and it continued when DP was in
power. However, CHP‟s foreign affairs minister Necmettin Sadak did not accept presence of any
problem in Cyprus by saying that
“There is no such kind of problem as Cyprus. Because, today Cyprus is under the
authority and rule of Britain.” 62
After DP came to power, the Foreign Affairs Minister Fuat Köprülü said that
“At the present moment, issue like a Cyprus problem is out of our concern. Because,
the Greek Government is not occupied with concerning Cyprus problem as well.
Consequently our Foreign Affairs Ministry is not officially informed about the
existence of such kind of a problem.” 63
As it can be understood from this dialogue, CHP and DP had a similar view of the Cyprus Issue. After
1954 elections, Cyprus Issue came into the agenda of DP. Due to this problem, the relations between
Turkey and Greece started to be deteriorated. The aim of both states was to provide and preserve their
financial security by keeping good relations with the West. Thus, both states continued to conduct US
supported foreign policies.
The most important factor made DP to change its policy about Cyprus was the assignment of
Fatin Rüştü Zorlu as the State Minister and Deputy Prime Minister on the issues of external economy
and Cyprus Issue. As soon as Zorlu came to power, he was assigned with this duty and he established
the Cyprus Commission under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.64 Responsibility of this commission
was to develop an official stance and opinion of Turkey on the Cyprus Issue. The aim of Zorlu was to
prove and declare to the world public that Cyprus belongs to Turks by presenting official documents.
Until that year, Turkey had remained silent against this situation in the Island that used to be in the
hands of Britain. However this situation, which was not cared about previously, came into prominence
when Greece officially applied to UN65 to be given the right of self-determination to the people of
Island. However this demand of Greece was rejected. This development internationalized the Cyprus
issue. Britain indicated that Turks in Island also had a self-determination right. Consequently the
“thesis of partition” came to the forefront. Meanwhile, Rums, who sought to realize the enosis,
founded the terrorist organization of EOKA (Greek for National Organization of Cypriot Struggle.)
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With the foundation of this terrorist organization, shipment of military equipment to the Island started.
In the presence of violence of Rums against Turks in Island, opposing resistance movements of Turks
started by April, 1995. Then, governments of Britain, Turkey and Greece held a trilateral summit in
London on 29 August – 7 September 1995.
In this meeting Turkish Foreign Affairs Minister Fatin Rüştü Zorlu, supported the preservation
of status quo in the island, and otherwise return of the Island to Turkey and on a forward basis
proposed “self-governance.” 66 During this meeting, the April 6-7 Events occurred. The reason for
these developments was the news that Ataturk‟s house in Thessaloniki was bombed. Due to this
negative atmosphere, which was affected also by April 6-7 Events, meeting achieved no result. Right
after the meeting, conflicts in the Island were intensified. After these developments Menderes made a
statement declaring that during April 6-7 Events in Istanbul, Izmir and Ankara police did only its duty
and he also promised that people being exposed to physical and moral damage would be pleased.67
Britain assigned Lord Radcliffe to prepare a constitution for Cyprus in July, 1956. Lord
Radcliffe, in his report, which was prepared in November 12, 1956 after field-survey conducted in
Cyprus, indicated that “British Government should accept the presence of two different communities
and separately recognize self-determination right of the two communities,” which meant that the
partition of Island can be approached as a solution.68 Adnan Menderes evaluated the decisions taken
by the British during the opening speech of DP group meeting on July 5 1956: “British say that firstly
terminate terrorizing acts. After terminating terrorizing acts 10 years-term will be accepted. At the end
of the 10 years-term the decision of self-determination principle would be taken to the approval of the
2/3 majority of NATO member states. It is the essential argument of the British proposal…”69
Meanwhile, due to the April 6-7 Events, relations between Menderes and Foreign Affairs
Minister Fuat Köprülü were worsened. After this event, Fuat Köprülü declared that he resigned in the
press conference by saying that “There is a difference of ideas between Menderes and him.” 70 After
this moment Turkey started to defend the thesis of “partition of Cyprus.”
After Turkey continued to support the partition thesis the terrorist incidents increased in the
Island. In these circumstances, while the Cyprus issue was going on, Greece referred the case to UN.
Greece demanded “self-determination” again. Greece emphasized that if the problem was not resolved
in accordance with the Greek side, they would leave NATO. 71 Demand of Greece was put on the
agenda again in December 9, 1957. Syria, Egypt, Yugoslavia, USSR and Eastern Bloc states supported
Greece. After voting, the self-determination thesis of the Greece was not supported. 72 In the late 1957
NATO General Secretary Paul Spak met with Turkish Prime Minister Adnan Menderes and Greek
Prime Minister Kostantin Karamanlis in order to discuss the Cyprus Issue. However, meeting did not
give any positive outcome. After the meeting Menderes came back to Turkey and he declared that in
case of delivery of soldiers or arms to the Island by the Greece, Turkey would take all kinds of
measures on December 26 at the DP Assembly. 73 The Cyprus problem between Turkey and Greece
was much more intensified on June 1958. The most important reason for this was the conflicts
between Turks and Rums and demonstrations of people in Turkey as a reaction to those conflicts.
In December 3, 1957 plan of Sir Hugh Foot, who was appointed as the governor to Cyprus,
came to agenda. However, since this plan was based on cohabitation of the two communities it was
rejected by Turkey.74 According to this plan a) Before reaching a certain resolution, there would be 57 years transitional period, b) It would be guaranteed that any resolution that would not be accepted by
Turks and Rums would be ineffective, c) The state of emergency in the Island would be terminated
and Makarios would be permitted to come to Island, d) The negotiation for self-determination system
with leaders of two sides would be started. 75 After that another British Prime Minister Macmillan
brought another plan forward on 19 June 1958. According to this plan, establishment of a new
constitution would begin by conferring on the proposals of the two communities, Turkey and Greece.
In the new constitution the following principles would be taken into account: a) Two communities
would have two separate House of Representatives and these legislative organs would have the final
decision about the issues related to their communities, b) The council, which would be consisted of
Turkish and Greek governmental representatives, 4 Rum and 2 Turkish members and governed by
British Governor, would be established, c) Governor would be authorized for foreign affairs, defense
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and internal security, however he would consult with the representatives of Turkey and Greece, d)
Representatives of Turkey and Greece could apply for the neutral referee in case of evaluating the
legislation as discriminative.76 According to Macmillan Plan, the status of Island would not change for
seven years, which meant there would be continuation of British sovereignty. Plan was rejected by
both sides.77
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TBMM (Grand National Assembly of Turkey) declared a proclamation on 16 June 1958. In
this proclamation the argument of “the latest resolution that Turkey accepted is the partition” was
emphasized again. On the same day TBMM held a secret cession about this issue and during
discussions of this session, position of the Government was firstly supported by the opposition party
leader İsmet Inonu and all other members of opposition and it was accepted unanimously. 78
The leader of Cyprus Rum Community Makarios made the proposal of “independent Cyprus
under the protectorate of UN” on September 1958. As the proposal began to be recognized in
international arena, the second Macmillan Plan was accepted. 79 In the second Macmillan Plan two
things appeared on the first Macmillan Plan were changed. These changes were to remove the
regulations that representatives of Turkey and Greece would attend the council headed by the
Governor and dual nationality. The first change was attributed to give more flexible working
conditions for representatives. Second change was made to remove legal strains.80
Prime Minister Adnan Menderes and Prime Minister Konstantin Karamanlis met at Zurich to
start negotiations between 5-11 February 1959. At the end of the meeting two states declared the
Zurich Agreement in which they accepted the establishment of an independent republic in Cyprus.
Representatives of Turkey, Greece and Britain and also the representatives of Turkish and Rum
Communities signed London Agreement based on Zurich Agreement on 19 February 1959.81
With Zurich and London Agreements between Cyprus, Turkey and Greece other agreements
were also signed. These agreements were: a) Establishment, b) Guarantee, c) Military Cooperation, d)
Constitution of Republic of Cyprus.82
Among these agreements, in the Agreement of Guarantee, parties guaranteed to protect the
Constitution of Republic of Cyprus with all its details.83 What it meant was that if the constitutional
order of Republic of Cyprus was attempted to be broken, Turkey, Britain and Greece would consult
each other. On the other hand with the allowance of the Agreement of Guarantee, Turkey would
unilaterally intervene to the Island when it is necessary to bring order. Also, according to the Alliance
Agreement, Greece would have a right to keep 950 soldiers on the Island, while Turkey would have a
right to harbor 650 soldiers.84
Along with the positive sides, this agreement had also negative impacts on Turkey. For
instance, Turkey conclusively gave up from the most favorable choice which was the formal and legal
annexation of the Island to territories of Turkey. Since after this agreement Cyprus became an
independent state, it would not be possible for Turkey to directly affect developments in Cyprus.
Nonetheless, in the context of the right to guarantee, Turkey had right to intervene to the Island when
necessary. Menderes evaluated the final situation about the Island as follows:
“We could not get Cyprus, however we neither gave it. We did not violate the interest
of anyone. However, we did not make any concession on interests of our nation at all.
Even though we did not realize the principle of partition, in the presence of you, I am
very confident that we will provide the peace and stability in the Island as the reading
of articles indicates the same principle.” 85
The Federal Republic was formally established as the Constitution of Republic of Cyprus entered into
force. With this constitution, the Ministries of Health, Defense and Agriculture were left to Turks.
President of the Republic Makarios was from the side of Rums, and Deputy President of the Republic
Fazıl Küçük was from the side of Turks.86 As it can be observed in this task sharing, mostly Rums had
a voice in the administration. However, this order was not a long standing one. Since the foundation of
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the Republic, Makarios tried to change the constitutional order. In addition to this, instead of
preventing these attempts of Makarios, Britain supported him by proposing amendment in the 13 th
article of the Constitution. In the following years Britain always regarded Rums as the only
representatives of Cyprus and supported them. 87 This attitude of Britain meant to ignore the
agreements made in the 1959. Consequently the constitutional amendments made in 1963 removed the
acquirements of Turks procured with Zurich and London Agreements. From this date on the conflicts
between Turks and Rums were intensified, resistance of Turks against some Rums seeking
independence of Island and President of Republic continued as the bloody terrorizing attacks of Rums
went on until 1974.88

Conclusion and Assessment
Consequently, Adnan Menderes period provided the most important incentives for the making of
Turkish foreign policy, which are the security problem and the development of country by procuring
the external aid.
Security was one of the foremost issues of the foreign policy for Menderes. The threat of
Soviet Union made Turkey to develop closer relations with the West. Therefore, Turkey not only
joined NATO, but also provided her security in the west and the east by involving in Balkan and
Baghdad Pacts. The attempts for joining NATO, which were started by CHP government were
realized after the heavy price of Korean War during DP government. Besides, joining NATO further
increased the importance of Turkey on international stage. The security cordon of Turkey was not
connected with only NATO. The sphere of this circle was widened by Balkan and Baghdad Pacts. In
that period aids provided by USA also had an impact on Turkish foreign policy. For instance, while
the Truman and Marshall aid was going on, Turkish foreign policy was obviously western oriented. In
the last periods of Menderes government, when it became obvious that it was no more possible to get
credits from the West, USSR was necessarily considered as an alternative. Thus Menderes planned an
official visit to Moscow.89 Nonetheless due to military coup happened in 1960 this could not be
realized.
Close relations of Turkey with USA during the Menderes term affected relations with Britain,
as well. According to Britain the geopolitical importance, military power, social structure and
determined regime of Turkey were significant. Turkey was in the position of a bridge between the
West and the East.90 During DP government especially as it can be understood from the Suez Canal
Crisis the Western oriented foreign policy of Turkey in the Middle East deteriorated foreign policies
of Arab states towards Turkey. Turkey was called as “Gendarme of the Middle East” by the opposition
in the Middle East.
The rapprochement with Greece established after Balkan Pact was increasingly deteriorated
because of the growing Cyprus Issue. After 1955, the Cyprus Issue started to become one of the most
problematic issues of Turkish foreign policy. Cyprus Problem affected not only the foreign policy but
also the internal dynamics of Turkey. Even though this problem started during CHP period, it was
crystalized in DP period. In this term despite the concessions made in terms of applying partition
thesis of Turkey, after all Turkey adopted a successful policy. Consequently Adnan Menderes
followed an active but a very risky foreign policy.
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